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The complex structural behavior of t [AgCu]0.92V4O10 has been elucidated by single crystal
X ray diffraction and thermal analysis. The t phase region is apparently composed of several distinct
phases and this study identifies at least three: t1rt, t2rt and tlt. t1rt and t2rt have slightly different
compositions and crystal habits. Both phases transform to tlt at low temperature. The room
temperature modification t1rt crystallizes in an incommensurately modulated structure with mono
clinic symmetry C2(0b1/2) [equivalent to no 5.4, B2(01/2g) in the Intnl. Tables for Crystallography,
Volume C] and the cell parameters a¼11.757(4) A˚, b¼3.6942(5) A˚ c¼9.463(2) A˚ b¼114.62(2)1 and the
q vector (0 0.92 1/2), but it is more convenient to transform this to a setting with a non standard
centering X¼(1/2 1/2 0 0; 0 0 1/2 1/2; 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2;) and an axial q vector (0 0.92 0). The structure
features a vanadate host lattice with Cu and Ag guests forming an incommensurate composite. The
structural data indicates perfect Ag/Cu ordering. At low temperature this modification is replaced by a
triclinic phase characterized by two independent q vectors. The t2rt phase is similar to the low
temperature modification tlt but the satellite reflections are generally more diffuse.1. Introduction
The versatility of vanadium in terms of accessible valence
states (from þ3 to þ5), coordination number (4 to 6) and
coordination polyhedral shapes (tetrahedron to octahedron with
intermediate trigonal bipyramid) leads to the possibility to form a
large variety of structure types in several chemical systems. These
facts explain why vanadium oxide based compounds are widely
studied as model compounds to define crystal chemistry para
meters. In addition to structural versatility, vanadium presents
attractive properties in different domains such as magnetism,
catalysis and electrode materials for for Li based batteries. More
specifically, in addition to the conventional insertion process,
(Ag,Cu) V O compounds present the displacement phenomenon
which corresponds to the reduction of the Ag and Cu ions down to
the metallic state associated with their extrusion out of the
structure [1,2]. This specific behaviour has been observed in
several groups of compounds such as (Ag,Cu) V O [3 7] (Ag,Cu)x-
Mo6S8 [8 10] AgCuO2 delafossite [11,12] and is at the origin of
the use of Ag2V4O11 vanadate as active material in biomedical
devices primary cells [13]. However, most of time, this phenom
enon was reported as partial and irreversible. More recently, then).combination of insertion and displacement processes operating
reversibly was shown for Cu7/3V4O11 opening the way to a new
class of active material known as Combined Displacement Inser
tion (CDI) electrodes [14]. Different studies allowed the definition
of structural parameters responsible for the efficiency and rever
sibility of displacement phenomena [15,16]. The delocalization of
the displaceable species over several crystallographic sites, none
of them being either disallowed or ideally suitable, appears as one
of the most important. One way to induce this delocalization is to
mix, in a common host network, different displaceable species.
For example, d AgxV2O5 and e CuxV2O5 are isostructural with
the same [V4O10] double layer and with Agþ or Cuþ ions
localized in the interlayer space [17 21]. Volkov et al. [22]showed
that mixed (Ag,Cu)V2O5 compounds can be obtained and recently
the average structure of the t (Ag0.45Cu0.45)V2O5 compounds has
been reported [23]. It presents the same [V4O10] double layer with
Cuþ ions fully delocalized along tunnels as shown using X ray
diffraction. It was, however, obvious that the specific location of
both silver and copper ions was subject to more complex
structuring as also observed while studying the prototype Cu7/
3V4O11 structure [24,25]. The scope of the present paper is to
describe more accurately the mixed t(Ag,Cu)xV2O5 compounds to
settle precise structural parameters allowing a full understanding
of the relationship between the inserted species and their
respective delocalization. We show that the system is in fact
multi phasic, with structural transitions on cooling and we report
on the full structure of the simplest of the phases present, the
room temperature t1rt [AgCu]0.92V4O10.2. Experimental
2.1. Synthesis
2.1.1. Powdered samples
MxV2O5 samples (M¼Ag, Cu or a mixture of them) have been
prepared following conventional solid state routes for mixed
valence oxides. The reactants, Ag and Cu metal and V2O5 were
weighted in stoichiometric amounts to reach the desired compo
sition. They were ground in an agate mortar and the mixture was
placed in a quartz tube sealed under vacuum to avoid any risk of
oxidation. To prevent any secondary reaction with quartz, a
platinum foil isolated the mixture from the tube. The syntheses
were performed at 620 1C for 12 h. The products were controlled
by means of X ray diffraction before annealing under the same
conditions to enhance both homogeneity and crystallinity of the
samples.2.1.2. Single crystal growth
Powdered samples characterized as single phase materials
were placed in a platinum crucible and heated, under vacuum,
up to their melting point. The cooling rate was set to 1 1C/h until a
temperature reaching 80% of the melting point. The sample was
then cooled down to room temperature following the furnace
inertia. In all cases, black, acicular single crystals were obtained. A
part of the preparation was kept for further structural analysis
while the rest of the sample was ground and analysed by XRD.
This analysis confirms that the single crystals are representative
of the powdered materials and indicate a congruent melting. The
experimental pattern is also compared to the one calculated using
results of the structure indicating that the selected single crystals
are representative of the powdered samples.Fig. 1. Average structure of t-(Cu,Ag)V2O5: projection onto (0 1 0). Colour code: O
red, Cu brown, Ag green, V in blue polyhedra. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)3. Characterisation
3.1. Powder X ray diffraction
The samples obtained after each heat treatment were
controlled by means of powder X ray diffraction using a Seifert
3000TT diffractometer with monochromatized Cu Ka radiation
(l¼1.5418 A˚). X ray patterns were measured in the 51 551 2y
range in a step scan mode with a counting time of 4 s and an
angular step width of 0.021 2y.
3.2. Single crystal X ray diffraction
A single crystal was mounted on a thin glass fibre using epoxy
resin and X ray diffraction data were collected at ambient condi
tions on an Oxford diffraction XCalibur III diffractometer using
monochromatized MoKa radiation. All details pertinent to the
data collection are given in the CIF file deposited as supporting
information at the Bilbao crystallographic server, http://www.
cryst.ehu.es/
3.3. Heat capacity measurement
The heat capacity measurement was carried out with a PPMS
(Quatum design). Therefore the sample was fixed with Apiezon N
grease and measured around the ordering temperature.4. Results and discussion
4.1. Average structure
The average structure of t Ag0.5Cu0.5V2O5 at room temperature
[8] is described in the monoclinic system space group C2/m with
cell parameters a¼11.757(4) A˚, b¼3.6942(5) A˚ c¼9.463(2) A˚
b¼114.62(2)1. The structure is built up with VO6 octahedra
sharing edges to form D4 type [26] double layers developped in
the (0 0 1) plane (Fig. 1). The layers are stacked along the [0 0 1]
direction in such a way that they define two kinds of tunnels.
Each type of tunnel is filled with only one of the guest species
leading to an ordered occupancy with alternatively copper or
silver ions along the [1 0 0] direction. The copper ions are almost
fully delocalised along their tunnel, but three main sites consti
tute the bulk of the electron density and correspond to alterna
tively octahedral and tetrahedral oxygen surroundings. The silver
ions are slightly delocalised around their main site corresponding
to a trigonal prismatic oxygen surrounding.
Since the experimental XRD powder pattern fits well with the
calculated one, the studied sample appears to be single phase. The
study of the thermal behaviour of the sample was investigated
using DSC experiment. The evolution of the Cp versus T reported
in Fig. 2 indicates a phase transition occurring at about 150 K. This
transition spreads over an interval of several degrees which may
indicate the existence of variable stoichiometry in the studied
sample not distinguishable via powder XRD.5. Preliminary studies
To go deeper in the understanding of the specific behavior of
inserted species, X ray diffraction on single crystal is made.
Despite no evidence on the basis of powder analysis, careful
examination of the single crystals indicates the presence of two
phases. The single crystals are all black and shiny but some
present needle like and others platelet like shapes. It was not
possible to obtain the product as single phase, and single crystals
for the diffraction study were picked on the basis of color and
habit. Preliminary single crystal diffraction experiments reveal
subtle differences between the crystals with needle like habit
and those that grow as platelets. For both compounds, X ray
patterns (Fig. 3.) exhibit, in addition to main diffraction peaks,
satellites indicative of modulation. In both cases, the main peaks
are described with cell parameters about aE11.80 A˚, bE3.74 A˚,
cE18.92 A˚ bE114.6 1C i.e., the basic unit cell typical for t VOB
phases doubled along c. Despite such similarities, the modulation
behavior is clearly different. The needles (t1rt) exhibit an arrange
ment of satellites typical for a composite structure, with a q
vector of the form q1¼(0 0.92 0), in a cell doubled along the c axis
(Fig. 3 left). The platelets (t2rt) show a more complex pattern
where the pairs of satellites (0 0.92 0 and 0 0.08 0) in the t1rt
phase are replaced by arcs of diffuse scattering (Fig. 3 center).
The thermal behavior of the sample, studied in the 135 293 K
temperature range using Cp (Fig. 2), exhibits a transition occur
ring at about 150 K. The XRD data collected on each kind of single
crystals below 150 K confirm the structural nature of the transi
tion. At low temperatures both phases undergo a transition
characterized by yet another, more complex, arrangement of
satellite reflections (Fig. 3 right) that may be explained by two
independent q vectors. For the t1rt phase this entails that appear
ance of a new vector q2, and a shift of the q1 vector of the RT phase
to an off axis value, forcing triclinic symmetry. The circular diffuse
scattering of the t2rt phase breaks up into the same sets of
satellites generated by two distinct q vectors. This confluence of
the two RT phases into a single LT phase is probably due to the
more restrictive structural constraints at low temperatures. What
causes the differences between t1rt and t2rt is unclear, but it is
most probably due to small differences in composition, since theFig. 2. Heat capacity measured as a function of temperature clearly shows the
phase transition from t1rt to tlt that takes place between 140 and 145 K.
Fig. 3. Single crystal diffraction patterns of the 2 kl section of t1rt-[AgCu]0.92V4O10 at
t1lt-[AgCu]0.92V4O10 at 100 K (right).two crystal forms have identical thermal history. Further evidence
is offered by the thermal behavior since a variable stoichiometry
would explain the phase transition interval of several of degrees
exhibited (Fig. 2).
The differences and similarities of the diffraction patterns are
shown in Fig. 3.
Structural analysis of the t1rt phase turned out to be relatively
straight forward, while the t2rt phase and the low temperature
modification are more demanding. The satellites in the diffraction
pattern of the t2rt phase form an extended diffuse pattern and the
low temperature modification exhibits very closely clustered
spots that are difficult to resolve on an in house diffractometer.
In this paper, we will therefore concentrate on the structure of
the t1rt phase and only analyze the indexing problem of the low
temperature phase, and hope to return to the enigma of the low
temperature phase with the help of synchrotron diffraction
experiment.6. Structure of the s1rt phase
The diffraction pattern of the t1rt phase is consistent with a
monoclinic unit cell with the superspace group symmetry
X2/m(0b0), the cell parameters 11.757(4) A˚, b¼3.6942(5) A˚
c¼18.926(4) A˚ b¼114.62(2)1 and an axial q vector along bnq¼
(0 0.92 0). An initial solution was produced using charge flipping
in superspace [27,28], as implemented in the software system
Superflip [29] and the model was refined using JANA2006 [30]. A
model that accounts well for the weakly modulated vanadate part
of the structure was easily produced (as reported earlier8), while
the amplitudes of the modulations for the Ag and Cu positions are
large. At this stage all atoms in the structure were treated using
single harmonic displacive functions. In this model, Ag and Cu
were not distinguishable from each other, but since both were
clearly under occupied, occupational modulations on the Ag and
Cu positions were introduced. This improved the fit between
model and data, but the fit for the satellites still remained
at unsatisfactory R values above 0.2. Inspection of the electron
density maps of the coinage metal positions revealed a
complex situation with a generally bad correspondence between
the shape of the electron density and that of the modulation
functions. This is typically a sign of a symmetry error and the two
possible non centro symmetric monoclinic superspace subgroups
X2(0b0) and Xm(0b0) where both tried. While refinement in
the subgroup Xm(0b0) yielded only a marginal improvement,
refinement in X2(0b0) dramatically improved the fit (R1satto0.12)
between data and model. Electron density plots of the coinageroom temperature (left), t2-[Ag,Cu]xV4O10 also at room temperature (centre) and
metal positions revealed saw tooth like behavior of both. This
indicated that a composite model might be appropriate. The
diffraction pattern in Fig. 3, left, corroborates this, in particular
the marked difference in intensity between upstream and down
stream satellites. A composite model was therefore introduced
replacing bn of the original reciprocal cell with q for the second
composite part. The vanadate network was modeled, as pre
viously, in the original cell, while the coinage metal positions
were modeled in this second unit cell. The composite treatment is
strictly formal and the scattering is produced by the two sub
systems together, not as independent entities, but the composite
description where a subset of the atomic positions are ascribed a
separate unit cell is a compact and elegant way to model a
positional and compositional modulation that would otherwise
require many more parameters. When this was introduced, the
refined occupancies of the mixed Ag/Cu positions converged to
values indicating perfect ordering, and implementing this caused
no detrimental effects to the fit.
The macroscopic sample is biphasic, and there are clearly at
least two different ordering modes at room temperature, t1rt and
t2rt. There is a risk that this is reflected also in the single crystal
used for the measurement. It is a relatively common phenomenon
for modulated phases that the ordering applies only to a partial
volume of the crystal, and one ordering mode may continuously
transform into another. In the final model a separate scale
factor was introduced for the satellites to allow for part of the
crystal to be disordered (or differently ordered) with respect to


















Fig. 4. Electron density plots showing the modulation functions of Cu (left) and Ag
symmetry and no modulation is allowed along the perpendicular directions, this sect
modulation along c, and here the map is a bounded projection along c to capture the be
Ag position. The part of the electron density that appears to be un-modelled is the symm
also clear from the real space structure in Fig. 5. The corresponding residual electron den
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred toimprovement in the fit between model and data of 1.5% for R1main
and 3% for R1satt. This final model shows an excellent agreement
between data and model (R1main¼0.036, Rw(F2)main¼0.098, R1sat¼
0.074, Rw(F2)sat¼0.14) using 110 parameters refined against 3246
unique (2264 observed) reflections. All details of the refinement
may be found in the CIF of the supporting information.
The modulations of the vanadate part are small and sinusoidal,
while the coinage metals behave in a more intricate way. The Cu
atom position is restricted by symmetry to be subject to a
displacive modulation along the unique axis only, and this
displacement is small (confer Fig. 4, left), while the displacive
modulation of Ag is more complicated. Fig. 4, right shows a
bounded sum (2 A˚ thickness) perpendicular to the ab plane. The
electron density of the Ag atom clearly exhibits a discontinuous
behavior with two identical sets of maxima with a relative
displacement of 1/2 along b. Those are also strongly displaced
in the projection direction across the two fold axis of rotation and
the two maxima are, in fact, symmetry equivalent with respect to
the two fold axis and a 1/2 translation along internal space. The
specific atomic surface of the model (red) therefore only covers
half of the maxima indicated in the image. The displacive
modulation function of Ag is modeled using a saw tooth function
and a single harmonic on top of that. Note that the principal axis
of the electron density ellipsoids of the Ag position is inclined to
the internal space direction at an angle equal to that of external
space. This indicates that the Ag position may equally well be
modeled as located in composite part 1. This is indeed possible,







(right).The map on the left is a section. Since the Cu position is constrained by
ion contains all pertinent information. The Ag position is subject to a substantial
havior of the silver atom over the range of c. The red trace shows the model of the
etry equivalent electron density on the far side of the 2-fold axis. This behavior is
sity maps are essentially featureless with maxima and minima around 1 e/A˚3. (For
the web version of this article.)
Fig. 5. Overview of t1-[AgCu]0.92V2O5 projection slightly off the 010 direction to clearly show the behavior of the guest ions. Colour code: O red, Cu brown, Ag green, V blue.
Note the discontinuous modulation of Ag along c. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)chosen in this paper avoids partial occupancies by placing both
coinage metals in composite part 2.Fig. 6. Ag positions within trigonal bipyramids and Cu in octahedral and tetra-
hedral interstices. Formal vacancies in the Ag progression are loci of shifts from
trigonal prisms facing edge up to trigonal prisms facing edge down. Note at the top
of the image how the number of oxygen repeats (10) is incommensurate with the
Cu and Ag repeats (9) Colour code: O red, Cu brown, Ag green. (For interpretation7. Structural description of s1rt
The vanadate network is unremarkable with small deformations
away from the average structure, and the modulation effects on the
vanadium and oxygen positions are small. As clearly shown in
Fig. 5, the copper positions are only mobile along the b direction
(restrained by symmetry), while the silver positions shift in all
directions. The large displacement of silver positions perpendicular
to the ab plane corresponds to a jump between the centers of two
edge sharing trigonal prisms. Both Cu and Ag positions shift
continuously along the b direction. In Fig. 6 the composite behavior
of the modulation is obvious from the continuous shift of the guest
coinage metals with respect to the host oxide lattice.of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)8. LT behavior
The structure undergoes a phase transition at low tempera
ture. The precise transition temperature is difficult to establish
since the sample is not possible to obtain in phase pure form. In
fact, positive discrimination between the t1 and the t2 phases can
be achieved only through single crystal diffraction.
The diffraction pattern of the LT t phase cannot be indexed
using a single q vector, and although part of the pattern is similar to
that of the RT phase, the q vector of RT t1 undergoes a shift from
the monoclinic form q1¼[0 0.92 0] (actually 0 0.92 1/2 in the
primitive cell) to a triclinic form q1¼[0.005 0.877 0.481] while
the second q vector takes the form q2¼[0.069 0.951 0.324]. The
unit cell remains unchanged, but will be twinned due to the pseudomonoclinic metric. Unfortunately, the intensity achievable for in
house data does not allow for a solution and refinement of the
structure of this phase, and subsequent measurements showed that
the modulated super structure is not stable over time, but amor
phizises after long time exposure to air.9. Conclusion
The investigation of the t Ag,CuV2O5 sample reveals first that it
is constituted with two different compounds which, despite closely
related to each other and with the average structure, show subtle
differences once satellite peaks are considered. Only one of the two
structures can be accurately studied as the second one shows diffuse
satellites tricky to index. Both compounds confluence at low tem
perature to the same structure however impossible to fully char
acterize using in house diffractometer. Nevertheless, the refinement
of the t1 structure clearly evidence the composite character of the
structure and underline the large and almost continuous shift of both
Cu and Ag ions along tunnels in between V2O5 layers. While copper
move along a straight line through edge sharing octahedra and
tetrahedra, silver diffusion pathway occurs in a zig zag way between
trigonal prism. This precise analysis allows then to indicate that
despite exhibiting identical average structure the modification of the
composition about the nominal 1/2 1/2 leads to subtle structural
changes and that, instead of what determined using average struc
ture, both ions appears mobiles. These findings allow explaining that
both cations are subjected to displacement phenomena when reacted
with lithium and by the way confirm the direct relationship between
cation site stability and their mobility and reactivity.Acknowledgment
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